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1

Benefits

2

3

	Named as Sponsor (at selected level) with logo on all event promotion materials

	Company logo included on all pre-event, post-event and event day materials
	
Opportunity to provide discussion / position papers to attendees ahead of the event, and published
on the events platform
	
Inclusion of company materials in post-event 'pack', emailed to all delegates immediately
following the conclusion of the event.
	
Opportunity to have short (max 1 minute) promotional video on loop showing on the event stage
during the 5 minutes immediately prior to certain sessions starting
	
Opportunity to host a ‘Showcase session', where you can provide a talk or pre-recorded content around
a project, idea or product *
	
Host a virtual 'exhibition booth' for the duration of the event, allowing you to display company information and
materials, show a welcome video. Have a representative present a chat to visitors and answer questions
	
Guaranteed opportunity for a company representative to be brought up as a ‘first responder’
in the ‘Have Your Say...’ audience interaction sessions *
	
Guaranteed speaking position at a plenary session *
	Exclusive opportunity to interview distinctive speakers (book authors for example).
These can be pre-recorded or delivered live. This will be on first come first serve basis. *
	
Opportunity to host a private (invitation only) pre-event or post-event networking / discussion session,
with the opportunity to invite other participants to join you for this *
	
Opportunity to work with the event organisers to set audience polls

	
Invitations to specific potential delegates sent on your behalf

	
Opportunity to give a short introduction (5min) to a keynote speaker *

	
Supporter of the Future Unicorn Award

* (Limited in number and first come, first serve. Also subject to DIGITALEUROPE editorial decision)
There will also be an opportunity for sponsors to engage with the press and media as part of the event. Details will be available in due course
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